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RoCoF-Constrained Scheduling Incorporating
Non-Synchronous Residential Demand Response

Pádraig Daly, Hassan W. Qazi, and Damian Flynn, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Demand response has the potential to provide a
multitude of operating reserve categories. However, if integrated
at scale, the non-synchronous nature of most demand response
sources must be recognised within the operational rules of low
inertia power systems. Here, a candidate non-synchronous re-
serve resource is considered within the scheduling and frequency
stability time frames. It is shown that a detrimental impact on
the post-contingency rate of change of frequency (RoCoF) can
arise, potentially requiring the development of system operator
policies to ensure that security standards are not compromised, as
the volume of reserve available from non-synchronous reserve re-
sources increases. A commitment-and-dispatch RoCoF constraint
within scheduling procedures is proposed, which is independently
verified using time domain simulations.

Index Terms—non-synchronous resources, rate of change of
frequency (RoCoF), synchronous inertia, unit commitment.

NOMENCLATURE

A. Sets and Indices

A Set of dwelling archetypes, indexed by a.
E Set of hot water end uses, indexed by e.
G Set of generation resources, indexed by g.
Gns Set of non-synchronous resources (⊂ G).
Gstor Set of storage resources.
H Set of electric water heater appliances, indexed

by h.
I Set of time domain simulation time steps, in-

dexed by i.
K Set of days, indexed by k.
L Set of high voltage direct current interconnectors

between asynchronous ac systems, indexed by l.
OR Set of operating reserve categories, indexed by

or.
ORcon Set of contingency reserve categories.
ORflex Set of flexibility reserve categories.
RS Set of operating reserve resources, indexed by

rs.
RSdyn Set of dynamic reserve resources.
T Set of unit commitment and economic dispatch

time periods, indexed by t.
X Set of candidate contingency events (large gen-

erators and high voltage direct current intercon-
nectors), indexed by x.
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Z Set of hot water draw events, indexed by z.

B. Parameters

Atkh Tank surface area, appliance h (m2).
Cnlg No load cost, resource g (e/h).
DBuf/of Fleet response deadband for an under/over-

frequency event (Hz).
Ph Rated power draw, appliance h (MW).
P
loss

h Rate of heat loss, appliance h (MW).
P
supply

h Rate of heat supplied, appliance h (MW).
E Synchronous stored rotational energy (inertia)

lower limit (MWs).
EFFh Efficiency, appliance h.
Fnom Nominal frequency (Hz).
Hg Inertia constant, resource g (s).
Mwr,tk
h Tank water mass, appliance h (kg).

Nrocof Number of time domain simulation steps
within the rate of change of frequency cal-
culation window.

P g Minimum power output, resource g (MW).
P g Maximum power output, resource g (MW).
P
imp/exp
l,t Power import/export, link l, period t (MW).
P loadt Demand (excluding storage charging), period

t (MW).
REWH,or,t Maximum reserve capability from the elec-

tric water heater fleet, category or, period t
(MW).

Rrs,or,t Maximum reserve capability, resource rs, cat-
egory or, period t (MW).

REQ
or,t

Requirement, category or, period t (MW).
RFor Requirement factor, category or.∣∣ROCOF ∣∣ Rate of change of frequency magnitude upper

limit (Hz/s).
RRuf/of Fleet response range for an under/over-

frequency event (Hz).
Sg Apparent power rating, resource g (MVA).
SNSP Non-synchronous penetration upper limit.
T drawe,z,k Hot water draw duration, end use e, event z,

day k (s).
T per Time period duration (h).
T rocof Rate of change of frequency calculation win-

dow (s).
T step Time step size (s).
U tkh Tank U-value, appliance h (MW/m2°C).
Ve Volumetric flow rate, end use e (m3/s).
V OLL Value of lost load (e/MWh).
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V ORSor Value of reserve shortage, category or
(e/MW).

W c Water specific heat capacity (MJ/kg◦C).
W ρ Water density (kg/m3).
Γor Fleet proportion capable of providing reserve,

category or.
Θair Ambient air temperature (°C).
Θwr,in Inlet water temperature (°C).
Θwr,tk
h Tank water temperature, appliance h (°C).

Θwr,tk
h Tank water lower setpoint, appliance h (°C).

Θ
wr,tk

h Tank water upper setpoint, appliance h (°C).
Λh On/off status, appliance h.
Λh,t On/off status, appliance h, period t.
Ωh Frequency response threshold, appliance h

(Hz).
Ψ Frequency response hysteresis (Hz).

C. Variables

cpg,t Production cost, resource g, period t (e/h).
crrs,or,t Reserve cost, resource rs, category or, period

t (e).
csug,t Start-up cost, resource g, period t (e).
fx,i Frequency, event x, step i (Hz).
fi Frequency, step i (Hz).
snspt Non-synchronous penetration, period t.
pg,t Power output, resource g, period t (MW).
ploadg,t Charging demand, resource g, period t (MW).
px,t Power output/flow, candidate event x, period

t (MW).
rg,or,t Reserve provision, resource g, category or,

period t (MW).
rrs,or,t Reserve provision, resource rs, category or,

period t (MW).
ug,t Commitment status, resource g, period t.
vg,t Start-up status, resource g, period t.
wg,t Time since shut-down, resource g, period t

(h).
rocofx,i Rate of change of frequency, event x, step i

(Hz/s).
|rocofmax| Maximum rate of change of frequency mag-

nitude (Hz/s).
∆fi Frequency deviation, step i (Hz).
λufh,i Frequency control signal, appliance h, step i.
νa,k Hot water consumption, archetype a, day k

(m3).
φpt Load not served, period t (MW).
φror,t Reserve not served, category or, period t

(MW).

I. INTRODUCTION

AS POWER systems integrate higher shares of low
marginal cost, non-synchronous generation, the number

of conventional units online reduces. Such a decline in the
traditional providers of frequency control establishes a need
to incentivise investments in new resources and/or upgrades
to existing resources, so that sufficient frequency control
capability is available during periods of high non-synchronous
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Fig. 1. Payment scalar for faster deployment speeds of fast frequency
response, Ireland and Northern Ireland [4]

penetrations—periods of potential ancillary/system service
scarcity, otherwise.

In power systems with low stored rotational energy (inertia),
fast-acting frequency control is paramount: lower online inertia
levels can manifest as a reduction in the time to reach the
maximum frequency deviation, which may be too fast for full
primary frequency response deployment [1]. AEMO, amongst
a number of system operators, is exploring the capability of
non-synchronous technologies to provide fast-acting frequency
control [2]. National Grid has designed a system service that
recognises the value of a speed of response faster than primary
frequency control [3]. EirGrid and SONI are introducing a
payment scalar in order to incentivise a fast frequency response
that is faster than the ‘base-line’ design (2 s) [4]. As shown in
Fig. 1, a threefold payment rate can be attained for a response
time less than or equal to 0.15 s. With such developments,
non-traditional frequency control providers, e.g. variable speed
wind turbines, solar photovoltaics, converter-interfaced energy
storage and demand response (DR)—which heretofore may
have viewed the ancillary-service-provision return on invest-
ment as unfavourable—are beginning to provide frequency
control services, amongst others, in greater volumes.

A non-synchronous reserve resource can affect the operation
of the power system over multiple time frames, with the
impact in one time frame potentially having consequences in
another. For example, in the scheduling time frame, reserve
provision from non-synchronous resources can result in higher
outputs for some generators that were previously part-loaded
for reserve (headroom) purposes, potentially leading to an
increase in the active power imbalance following a loss of
generation event. Reserve provision from non-synchronous
resources can also result in the displacement of some higher
marginal cost synchronous units, leading to a reduction in
online inertia. With lower online inertia and higher unit
outputs, the likelihood of higher post-contingency rate of
change of frequency (RoCoF) magnitudes, in the short-term
frequency stability time frame, may increase [5]. High RoCoF
magnitudes can lead to operational security issues, which may
offset some of the benefits of non-synchronous reserve. These
include the tripping of gas turbines due to lean blow out
[6], the tripping of synchronous generation due to reverse
power flow [7], and/or the cascade tripping of RoCoF-based
anti-islanding relays for distributed generation [8]. Further,
if protection activation results in a higher generation-load
imbalance, the accompanying frequency deviation can result
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in turbine blade damage of thermal units [9], the oscillatory
behaviour of dual-input power system stabilisers [10], and/or
pole slipping of machines while operating at leading power
factor, subsequently resulting in a generation trip [11].

Thus, although the potential economic benefits of demand-
side reserve provision have been shown [12], the impact of
such reserve provision on the inertial response of systems
with high shares of non-synchronous energy resources, such
as variable speed wind turbines and solar photovoltaics, must
also be determined.

Many non-synchronous technologies have been considered
within the unit commitment and economic dispatch (UCED)
time frame. For example, how high voltage direct current
(HVDC) interconnection can aid the frequency stability of
asynchronously interconnected systems, by sharing primary
operating reserves across the connected systems and utilising
HVDC emergency control is shown in [13]; while the potential
benefits of the frequency control capability of battery energy
storage are demonstrated in [14]. Of course, all such technolo-
gies are likely to require a market framework to incentivise
reliable responses [15].

Alongside these approaches, constraints within UCED re-
lating to the post-contingency frequency nadir [16], [17] and
quasi-steady-state deviation [16], [18] have been proposed.
However, as the share of non-synchronous resources increases,
greater attention on the time frame preceding the nadir and
the quasi-steady-state deviation, i.e. the inertial time frame,
is required. Consequently, RoCoF is a metric of emerging
importance.

With respect to RoCoF constraints within UCED, pro-
posals to date can be categorised into two forms. Firstly,
a commitment-only (‘inertia floor’) RoCoF constraint [14],
[16], which sets a minimum system inertia requirement fixed
for all time periods across the simulation, by employing a
predetermined worst-case event (typically based on the maxi-
mum output of the largest generator). Such a formulation can
often lead to inefficient surpluses of synchronous inertia being
carried at times when the worst-case RoCoF event online does
not equal that used in the design of the inertia floor. Secondly,
a dispatch-only RoCoF constraint [13], [19], which dispatches
down the binding contingency so that the RoCoF limit is not
exceeded. Such a formulation is most efficient within real-time
security-constrained economic dispatch, as on/off commitment
decisions are not possible.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
1) The RoCoF implications of integrating a non-

synchronous reserve resource are demonstrated. In
order to redress the resulting degradation in system
RoCoF, an integrated commitment-and-dispatch RoCoF
constraint is presented. Such a formulation improves the
operational efficiency of a RoCoF requirement within
UCED, by allowing the system synchronous inertia level
to dynamically vary with changes in the output of N−1
events online, which, for some systems, can vary over a
wide range across a day, week, or outage season.

2) By conducting UCED and distinct time domain simula-
tions for a full year of operation, both system scheduling
criteria, such as production cost and carbon dioxide

(CO2) emission, and short-term frequency stability cri-
teria, such as RoCoF and nadir, are presented within
a modelling framework, demonstrating how a system
operator might evaluate and address the RoCoF impacts
of non-synchronous reserve resources.

Section II outlines the models and test system used. Sec-
tion III demonstrates the RoCoF implications of schedul-
ing and deploying non-synchronous reserve resources. Sec-
tion IV presents an evaluation of the system impact of non-
synchronous reserve resources, and Section V concludes.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Modelling Framework

In order to investigate the operational impact of a non-
synchronous resource, two time frames are modelled: the
UCED time frame, using an hourly resolution, and separately
the short-term frequency stability time frame, using a 10 ms
resolution. Modelling the impact of a non-synchronous re-
source on the UCED schedule is critical to revealing the
short-term frequency stability impacts: UCED determines the
pre-contingency system operating point and the size of the
largest online event, both of which have a significant bearing
on the post-contingency system dynamic behaviour. Thus,
two representations of a candidate non-synchronous reserve,
residential electric water heating (EWH), are included: (i) for
the UCED model (reserve scheduling), and (ii) for the short-
term frequency stability model (reserve deployment).

The modelling framework employed is summarised in
Fig. 2, which shows the data flow between the time frames.
Note that the UCED model and the stability model are
simulated separately: following completion of a full UCED
simulation there is a unidirectional flow of data to the stability
model, i.e. there is no explicit feedback/iterative process in
the framework. The stability model is an independent module
in the framework, allowing for security constraint additions
in UCED to be validated, by simulating the resulting system
short-term frequency stability behaviour. Each UCED simu-
lation is conducted for a year of operation, which yields a
multitude of system operating points, e.g. changing patterns
of HVDC IC flows and generator dispatch decisions, which
together define the worst-case event online (and hence the con-
tingency reserve requirement), and the generator commitment
decisions, which define the system inertia level. These time
periods are then used to initialise thousands of distinct time
domain simulations.

The test system used is detailed in Section II-B. The
UCED model is described in Section II-C. The EWH reserve
availability model, which is an input to the UCED model,
is given in Section II-D. The short-term frequency stability
model is described in Section II-E. The frequency control
scheme employed for EWH, which is an integral part of the
stability model, is given in Section II-F. The simulation cases
and scenarios are outlined in Section II-G.

B. Test System

The Ireland and Northern Ireland system, a single syn-
chronous (island) power system, spanning the jurisdictions of
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Electric Water Heating

Reserve Availability

Electric Water Heating

Frequency Control

Unit Commitment

and Economic

Dispatch (t = 1 hr)

Short-Term Frequency

Stability (i = 10 ms)

REWH,or,t

ug,t
pg,t

Rrs,or,t

P
imp/exp
l,t

λuf
h,i fi

Scheduling Module Stability Module

Fig. 2. Modelling framework. A dashed line indicates data flow between
models solved separately. Bold typeface indicates time series data (year-long
at an hourly resolution)

Ireland and Northern Ireland, is the test system considered.
The system is characterised by high levels of wind power,
which is approximately evenly split between the transmis-
sion and distribution systems. The conventional portfolio is
predominantly gas-fired, the majority of which are combined
cycle gas turbines (CCGTs) and open cycle gas turbines
(OCGTs). The remaining conventional fleet is comprised of
thermal units, some of which are also fired by gas, as well as
coal, oil, and indigenous peat. There are also distillate-fired
combustion turbines, run-of-the-river hydro and a pumped
hydroelectric storage (PHS) plant. There is 1 GW of HVDC in-
terconnection with Great Britain: a 500-MW line-commutated
converter HVDC IC that links Northern Ireland and Scotland,
and a 500-MW voltage-source converter HVDC IC that links
Ireland and Wales. Peak demand (winter day) for the study
is taken as 7.1 GW, and minimum demand (summer night)
is taken as 2.4 GW, with an annual total energy requirement
of 39.3 TWh. A summary of the modelled energy portfolio is
given in Table I. Perfect foresight of wind power is assumed.

The UCED plant data are taken from [20], the fuel prices
from [21], with an aggregated (by fuel type) model of the Great
Britain system used [22]. Forced and scheduled outages, from
historical experience, are included. Conventional unit must-run
constraints for voltage control and reactive power support in
particular network locations are included [23]. It is forecasted,
and assumed here, that such constraints will be reduced due
to planned network development in future years. A schematic
of Ireland and Northern Ireland power system can be found
in [24].

C. Unit Commitment and Economic Dispatch Model

The expected system operational cost is minimised using
PLEXOS [25] and the Xpress-MP mixed integer programming
solver [26]. The objective function is given in (1).

min
∑
t∈T

{
T per · φpt · V OLL+

∑
or∈OR

φror,t · V ORSor

+
∑
g∈G

{
csug,t(vg,t, wg,t) + T per ·

[
ug,t · Cnlg + cpg,t(pg,t)

] }
+
∑

or∈OR

∑
rs∈RS

crrs,or,t(rrs,or,t)

}
(1)

TABLE I
TEST SYSTEM ENERGY PORTFOLIO

Technology Capacity (MW)

Wind power 4,250/6,000 (current/future)
HVDC interconnection 1,000
Fossil thermal (coal, gas, peat, oil) 2,439
Combined cycle gas turbine 4,208
Hydro (incl. pumped storage) 504
Open cycle gas turbine 655
Distillate combustion turbine 631
Combined heat and power 238

where the horizon, T , consists of time periods, t, of duration
T per (one hour). Each generation resource, g, in the set G, can
have a start-up cost function, csu (hot, warm and cold starts
are modelled, determined by the number of time periods since
shut down, w, and the start-up status, v), a no-load cost, Cnl

(multiplied by the commitment status, u), and a production
cost function, cp (depending on the active power output, p).
Each reserve resource, rs, in the set RS, can have a reserve
cost, cr, dependent on its provision, r.

Unserved load, φp, and reserve, φr, are respectively pe-
nalised at the value of lost load, V OLL, and the value of
reserve shortage, V ORS.

The set of operating reserve categories modelled, OR,
indexed by or, based on [23], is comprised of subsets of
contingency reserves (frequency response for large disturbance
events), ORcon, and flexibility reserves (ramping margin for
net load variability/uncertainty), ORflex. Both ORcon and
ORflex are comprised of upward, U , and downward, D,
subsets. The contingency reserves include primary, POR, sec-
ondary, SOR, tertiary-I, and TOR1, tertiary-II, TOR2, while
a flexibility reserve is denoted by FLEX . As the delivery
times do not overlap, a resource can simultaneously provide all
categories of upward contingency reserve. A summary of these
reserves, including the parameters which set the requirements,
is given in Table II.

The contingency reserve constraints are given by (2).

rs6=x∑
rs∈RS

rrs,or,t ≥ px,t ·RFor, ∀x ∈ X , or ∈ ORcon, t (2)

where x is the index of the set of contingency events, X .
For the upward contingency reserve categories this includes
in-service infeeds, i.e. large online generators and importing
HVDC ICs. For the downward contingency reserve category
this includes in-service outfeeds, i.e. exporting HVDC ICs and
online loads. RF is the requirement factor, which determines
what fraction of the binding event must be carried as reserve,
for a given category, see Table II. Given the existence of
staggered generation shedding schemes and wind power turn-
down (droop) capability for over-frequency events, a lower
requirement factor is specified for downward contingency
reserve in comparison to those for upward contingency reserve,
see Table II.

‘Static’1, i.e. step-like, non-frequency-tracking once trig-

1For further detail on static and dynamic response types, refer to [27].
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TABLE II
OPERATING RESERVES

Category Time to Full RFor (fraction REQ
or,t

(MW)
Deployment of binding event) Day Night

PORU 5 s 0.75 160 125
PORD 5 s 0.50 100 100
SORU 15 s 0.75 – –
TOR1U 90 s 1.00 – –
TOR2U 5 min. 1.00 – –
FLEXU 1 hr – 150 150
FLEXD 1 hr – 150 150

gered, responses (at discrete frequency thresholds), e.g. from
PHS when pumping, can provide upward contingency reserve.
However, minimum ‘dynamic’, i.e. governor-like, response
requirements are enforced for primary operating reserves, (3).∑

rs∈RSdyn

rrs,PORU ,t ≥ REQPORU ,t
∀t (3)

where RSdyn is the dynamic reserve resource set, and REQ
is the requirement. Equation (3) is shown for upward primary
operating reserve, PORU . A similar constraint is enforced
for downward primary operating reserve, PORD. As well as
during export periods, the dynamic response requirement for
PORD applies during import periods in order to cater for loss
of load events.

The constraint for upward flexibility reserve, FLEXU ,
sourced from conventional units only, is given in (4).∑

g/∈Gns

rg,FLEXU ,t ≥ REQFLEXU ,t
∀t (4)

where Gns is the set of non-synchronous generators. A similar
constraint is enforced for FLEXD.

Equations (5)–(7) introduce additional constraints relating
to upward and downward reserve provision from resources.

pg,t + rg,or,t + rg,FLEXU ,t ≤ ug,t · P g ∀g, or ∈ ORconU , t
(5)

pg,t − rg,PORD,t − rg,FLEXD,t ≥ ug,t · P g ∀g, t (6)

rrs,or,t ≤ Rrs,or,t ∀rs, or, t (7)

where P is the minimum power output, P is the maximum
output, R is the maximum reserve capability, and ORconU is
the upward contingency reserve subset.

In order to assess the stability implications for a future
Ireland and Northern Ireland power system with high shares of
renewable energy sources (RES), a suite of analyses, termed
the Facilitation of Renewables studies, was carried out [28].
Based on these stability studies, an operational security metric,
the system non-synchronous penetration (SNSP), was devised
and applied in real-time. In order to ensure that an appropriate
operational bound is enforced for the SNSP within UCED, an
upper limit, SNSP , is applied (8a). SNSP is the quotient of
the power from non-synchronous infeeds and the total demand,
(8b).

snspt ≤ SNSP ∀t (8a)

where

snspt =

∑
g∈Gns pg,t +

∑
l∈L P

imp
l,t

P loadt +
∑
g∈Gstor ploadg,t +

∑
l∈L P

exp
l,t

(8b)

where snsp is the non-synchronous penetration for a given
time period, and Gns is the non-synchronous generator set,
which includes non-synchronous storage, e.g. batteries. The
set L, indexed by l, consists of HVDC ICs connecting the syn-
chronous system under study to adjacent but asynchronously
interconnected systems. HVDC IC flows, P imp/exp, are fixed
inputs from an ‘unconstrained’ (market) simulation, with
superscripts imp/exp denoting an import/export to/from the
synchronous system. Demand is denoted by the superscript
load, and is made up of price-inelastic demand, P load, and
storage charging, pload, with Gstor denoting the storage set.
A variable for demand-side participation in the energy market
could be included within the denominator of (8).

The exact upper limit for the permissible penetration of non-
synchronous infeeds is system specific and requires detailed
stability analysis across a wide range of future operational
scenarios. The limit is a complex function of network size,
generation and demand mix, grid code standards, and the
system service framework in place to stipulate/incentivise
technical performance (during contingencies). The limit itself
will change over time as measures are introduced [29].

D. Demand Response for Contingency Reserve Provision

Many loads can provide operating reserve: potential sources
include water heating, space heating, cooling and ventilation,
lighting, refrigeration, and motor load (including compressors,
fans, pumps), across the residential, commercial, municipal,
industrial and agricultural sectors [30].

From an inertial response perspective, such loads can be
segregated into rotating and non-rotating loads. However,
with the tripping of a load resulting in its accessible inertial
contribution (if any) no longer being online, demand-side
reserve provision, following activation, is non-synchronous.

The extent of a load’s contingency reserve potential is
determined by criteria such as share of electricity consumption,
and end user patterns and constraints. For example, elec-
tric space heating, although possessing a significant thermal
storage capacity, has low through-the-year availability (albeit
climate dependent); refrigeration, although exhibiting consis-
tent availability, is generally a small component of electricity
consumption. Residential electric water heating (EWH), due
to its sizeable thermal storage capacity, year-round availability
and large share of residential demand, is a suitable candidate
for contingency reserve provision [31], and hence is taken as
the representative non-synchronous resource.

In order to ensure appliance heterogeneity (with regard
to water tank capacity and daily hot water consumption),
four dwelling types, which characterise the Ireland housing
stock, are modelled: detached, terraced, semi-detached and
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apartment. The hot water consumption volume, ν, per dwelling
type, a, on a given day, k, is given in (9).

νa,k =
∑
z∈Z

∑
e∈E

T drawe,z,k · Ve, ∀a, k (9)

where T draw is the duration of a given hot water draw event,
z, for a given end use, e, on a given day. Each end use (shower,
bath, hand wash, dish wash) has a given volumetric flow
rate, V . The occurrence of a water draw event is determined
probabilistically, according to day, week and season, based on
surveyed data [32].

In order to accurately capture the impact of individual
load states, as well as temporal variability, a bottom up
characterisation of EWH is used, i.e. classical single node
models, based on the energy balance within a water tank,
considering both heat exchange with the surroundings and
hot water draw events. Assuming that the inlet and outlet
water flow rates are equal, the rate of change of the tank
water temperature, for an appliance, h, in the water heater
population, H, is given by (10a).

dΘwr,tk
h

dt
=

1

Mwr,tk
h ·W c

[
Λh · P supplyh − P lossh

]
(10a)

where
P supplyh = EFFh · Ph (10b)

and

P lossh = U tkh ·Atkh ·
[
Θwr,tk
h −Θair

]
+ W ρ · Ve ·W c

[
Θwr,tk
h −Θwr,in

]
(10c)

where the rate of heat supply, P supply , is determined by the
rated power draw, P , and efficiency EFF of the heating
element, (10b). The rate of heat loss, P loss, has two compo-
nents: (i) the heat exchange with the surroundings (at ambient
temperature, Θair), which is determined by the tank U-value,
U tk, and surface area, Atk, and (ii) in the event of a water
draw event, the heat exchange with the cold inlet water (at
Θwr,in), which is determined by the end use volumetric flow
rate as well as the specific heat capacity, W c, and density,
W ρ, of water, (10c). A constant tank water mass, Mwr,tk, is
assumed.

The on/off status, Λ, is determined by thermostat control,
which regulates the tank water temperature, Θwr,tk, between
lower, Θwr,tk, and upper, Θ

wr,tk
, setpoints.

Combining dwelling-type water consumption patterns, (9)
and appliance thermal models, (10), distinct EWH models are
developed in order to capture the stochastic nature of an EWH
population (∼10% of households in the test system).

The point of predictable stochasticity for aggregate load
profile varies with the level of detail included in the individual
load models and parameter variation [33], [34]. In order to
determine the point of predictable stochasticity, the number of
individually modelled loads was increased until the aggregate
profile obtained a consistent pattern, unchanged by an increase
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Fig. 3. Mean (across a year) EWH upward contingency reserve availability

in the number of individual loads. This number was found to
be ∼2,000 water heaters.

Aggregating the EWH models yields an estimation of the
reserve available from the EWH population, EWH , for up-
ward and downward contingency reserves, as given by (11)
and (12), respectively.

REWH,or,t =
∑
h∈H

Λh,t ·P supplyh ·Γor ∀or ∈ ORconU , t (11)

REWH,PORD,t =
∑
h∈H

P supplyh [1− Λh,t] · ΓPORD ∀t (12)

where Γ denotes the proportion of the EWH fleet that can pro-
vide a given operating reserve category. Due to the significant
thermal storage capacity of EWH, it is assumed that equal
availability (Γor = 1) is offered from the primary to tertiary-
II time frames. If a flexible load cannot be switched off for a
sufficient duration, demand-side reserve provision is unlikely
to significantly reduce the number of synchronous generators
online, as it will be necessary to keep units online to meet
longer duration contingency reserve requirements.

Fig. 3 presents the mean hourly upward contingency re-
serve available from EWH. Although small summer-winter
differences exist, inter-hourly variability dominates. Fig. 3
demonstrates the considerable reserve available from EWH.
However, between midnight and 6 a.m. EWH availability is
at its lowest, implying generators (or other means) must be
employed to meet the reserve requirements. If other flexible
loads were harnessed, the valleys present in the double-
humped EWH availability profile could be filled, e.g. time-
of-use pricing could incentivise storage heating or electric
vehicles to switch on/off at appropriate times. For simplicity
of presentation, such an approach is not adopted here.

In order to capture worst-case conditions from a non-
synchronous share perspective, it is assumed that EWH reserve
offer prices are near zero: if the costs associated with schedul-
ing a non-synchronous reserve resource were (onerously) high,
its share would likely be low and thus its non-synchronous
nature would not be of concern.

E. Short-Term Frequency Stability Model

A single busbar dynamic model of the Ireland and Northern
Ireland system [28] has been developed in MATLAB and
Simulink [35]. The model, verified against actual traces of
the overall frequency response, is used for simulating the
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frequency response of the system over the first 30 seconds
following a contingency. The system frequency, calculated
via integration of the active power imbalance, is used as
an input to frequency sensitive load and generator models.
Generator models include thermal [36], OCGT and CCGT
[37], hydro [38], and variable speed wind turbine [39] models.
No frequency control (emulated inertia or contingency reserve
provision) is enabled from wind power, in order to isolate the
impact of the EWH appliances (see Section II-G regarding
emulated inertial control and the system RoCoF requirement).
Both DR (EWH appliances) and non-DR loads are represented.
The inherent frequency sensitivity of load is included in the
non-DR component [40].

The inertia of units online are combined to form a system
inertial term, which determines the initial post-contingency
RoCoF. The increased use of variable frequency drives in
induction motors, and in compressors for refrigeration and
heating, ventilation, air conditioning appliances is resulting in
the erosion of the inertial contribution from (modern) rotating
loads. Hence, no load inertial contribution is assumed here, as
a worst-case scenario.

For a given time period of the UCED schedule, the maxi-
mum system RoCoF magnitude from the time domain simu-
lation, |rocofmax|, is calculated per (13).

|rocofmax| = max {|rocofx,i|} , ∀x, i > Nrocof (13a)

where

rocofx,i =
fx,i − fx,i−Nrocof

T rocof
, ∀x, i > Nrocof (13b)

Nrocof =
T rocof

T step
(13c)

where f and rocof denote frequency and RoCoF, respectively,
and i is the integration time step of the time domain sim-
ulation. The time window over which RoCoF is calculated
(500 ms) is denoted by T rocof . A window of 500 ms cor-
responds to that chosen for the proposed RoCoF definition
for the grid code [41], as well as that used by anti-islanding
relays for distribution-connected generation, in Ireland. The
(fixed) time domain simulation step size (10 ms) is denoted
by T step, and Nrocof is the quotient of the RoCoF window
and the integration step size.

F. Demand Response for Frequency Control

With the development of cost-effective autonomous fre-
quency sensors and controllers [42], decentralised demand-
side control becomes feasible. While the literature includes
the use of frequency derivative-based control, e.g. [43], it is
assumed here that frequency derivative-based control is un-
suitable due to the difficulties associated with noise in RoCoF
measurements. Instead, a pseudo-governor control, i.e. based
off the frequency deviation, ∆f , is employed. The control
signal, λ, determining individual appliance on/off switching
in response to an under-frequency, uf , event is given by (14).

+∆f−∆f

Appliances off (% available)

100%

0%

ŷ ro
co
f
>
0

ro
co
f
<
0

ro
co
f
<
0

ro
co
f
>
0 DBuf

DBof

RRuf

RRof

Fig. 4. Fleet pseudo-governor frequency control. (Not to scale of parameter
values selected; the intersection point, ŷ, varies along the vertical axis,
depending on the available volume)

λufh,i =


0 if ∆fi ≥ Ωh or

λufh,i−1 = 0 and ∆fi ≥ Ωh −Ψ

1 otherwise
(14a)

where
∆fi = Fnom − fi (14b)

where Ω is the response threshold, Ψ is the control hysteresis,
and Fnom is the nominal frequency. Over-frequency, of ,
control can be similar to that shown in (14).

The relationship between individual appliance control and
the fleet pseudo-governor response is illustrated in Fig. 4.
Beyond the aggregate response deadband (the smallest value of
Ω in the fleet), DBuf/of , the available flexible loads respond
linearly to a frequency deviation across the response range (the
largest value of Ω in the fleet), RRuf/of . For example, for an
under-frequency event, as the frequency falls, i.e. the RoCoF is
negative, loads are tripped in a staggered manner. Following
nadir formation, as the frequency rises towards steady-state,
i.e. the RoCoF is positive, the loads are switched back on at a
rate that differs (by Ψ) from their respective switch-off values,
thus preventing oscillatory behaviour. Such fleet hysteresis,
depicted by the shaded region in Fig. 4, helps mitigate loss of
load diversity.

The employed values for the frequency control parameters
are as follows. DBuf = 0.1 Hz, which withholds response
triggering for large disturbances; RRuf = 0.2 Hz, which
ensures an appropriate balance of response speed, to minimise
frequency deviations, and robustness, to prevent oscillatory
system frequency behaviour; Ψ = 0.01 Hz, which aids the
return of the system frequency toward nominal; and a response
time of 300 ms, which is within typical current controller
limits [44], [45].

G. Test Cases and Scenarios

In order to explore the impact of a non-synchronous reserve
resource on system scheduling and frequency stability, cases
with and without EWH being available for contingency reserve
provision and deployment, under current and future scenarios
are considered.
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The case without EWH being available is termed the
‘synchronous reserve case’ (sync-only case), while the case
with EWH being available is termed the ‘synchronous and
non-synchronous reserve case’ (sync+non-sync case). For each
reserve case, two operational scenarios, current and future, are
analysed in order to assess the impact of a non-synchronous
reserve resource in different inertial contexts (the future oper-
ational scenario has further inertial reductions).

In order to fairly assess the reserve cases under the current
and future operational scenarios, the EWH availability remains
unchanged between them. Note that for clarity of (initial
RoCoF) effect, EWH is the sole non-synchronous reserve re-
source considered; no frequency support is provided from non-
synchronous energy resources, such as wind power (discussed
further in Section IV-B).

The different assumptions taken for the current and future
operational scenarios are shown in Table III. Between the
current and future operational scenarios it is assumed that
the installed wind power capacity and the SNSP limit in-
crease, that the installation of dedicated network devices, e.g.
static synchronous compensators, has allowed for a reduction
in the number of regional synchronous generation must-run
constraints for voltage control [23], and that the synchronous
inertia floor is replaced by a commitment-and-dispatch RoCoF
constraint due to the potential implications for RES curtail-
ment with the former approach [5].

The inertia floor constraint (which assumes a nominal
frequency), employed under the current operational scenario,
is given by (15).

∑
g/∈Gns

ug,t ·Hg · Sg ≥ E ∀t (15)

whereby the inertial contribution of a synchronous resource is
the product of its inertia constant, H , apparent power rating, S,
and commitment status. Here, an inertia floor, E, of 20 GWs
is taken [23].

Equation (15) ensures that the system inertia remains above
a constant minimum level. Such a value can be determined
via offline stability analysis, by identifying the loss, X , that
results in the highest RoCoF magnitude. In such a case, (15)
becomes (16).

gg 6=g∑
gg/∈Gns

ugg,t ·Hgg · Sgg ≥
Fnom · P g

2 ·
∣∣ROCOF ∣∣ ∀t, g = X (16)

where
∣∣ROCOF ∣∣ is the (operational) RoCoF magnitude limit

that has been specified, and gg is an alias, which ensures
that the inertia (if any) of the defining critical event (with
maximum output P ), does not count toward the inertial total.
Such a constraint is similar to that proposed in [14], [16]. The
efficiency of (16) hinges on the number of time periods for
which the defining critical event materialises as a potential
contingency.

The RoCoF constraint employed under the future opera-
tional scenario is given by (17).

TABLE III
OPERATIONAL SCENARIOS

Parameter Current Future

Installed wind power (MW) 4,250 6,000
SNSP limit (%) 60 75
Min. units online, must-run for voltage control 6 3
RoCoF formulation (15) (17)

s 6=x∑
s∈S

ug,t ·Hg · Sg ≥
Fnom · px,t

2 ·
∣∣ROCOF ∣∣ , ∀x ∈ X , t (17)

Similar to a N−1 reserve constraint, (17) can be written
for a subset of system resources, e.g. large generators and
HVDC ICs, so as to ensure that the schedule is secure with
respect to the single loss of any one of the resources considered
as contingencies, for the specified RoCoF magnitude limit. If
(17) is having a binding impact on the schedule for a given
time period, the optimisation can either increase the system
synchronous inertia (commit additional synchronous units)
and/or dispatch down the binding contingency, depending on
which decision is least-cost. Based on [23], it is taken here
that

∣∣ROCOF ∣∣ = 0.5 Hz/s.
Due to inherent delays in the response—as a result of

measurement delays, the presence of an activation deadband,
and an initial response time constant (so as to guard against
detrimental drive train stresses that can arise from high rates of
change of power output)—commercial wind power emulated
inertia schemes are considered here to not impact upon the
initial system RoCoF of low inertia power systems [46].
Hence, only synchronous resources are considered for (15)
and (17).

III. ROCOF IMPACTS OF NON-SYNCHRONOUS RESERVE
RESOURCES

For each case under each scenario (see Section II-G), hourly
resolution UCED schedules are determined for one year of
operation. Following completion of a full UCED simulation,
the time periods are used to initialise frequency stability time
domain simulation, for the loss of the largest infeed during
those time periods. Equation (13) is applied to the results
of each time domain simulation, and the resulting RoCoF
magnitude statistics are detailed in Fig. 5, which shows the
mean and maximum values. In both the current and future
operational scenarios, the mean system RoCoF is ∼5.7%
higher in the sync+non-sync case in comparison to that in the
sync-only case. For both cases under the future operational
scenario, the maximum post-event RoCoF magnitude is kept
below

∣∣ROCOF ∣∣, due to (17) being employed. In contrast,
under the current operational scenario, with (15) employed,
there is a higher maximum RoCoF magnitude, particularly in
the sync+non-sync case.

In order to explore the changes in pre-contingency operating
conditions which result in the degradation of system RoCoF
performance, Fig. 6 shows, for each operational scenario,
the difference in post-contingency RoCoF magnitude between
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Fig. 5. Mean and maximum of the |rocofmax| dataset for the sync-only
and sync+non-sync cases under the current and future operational scenarios
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Fig. 6. Impact of changes in inertia and largest infeed online, between
the sync-only and sync+non-sync cases, on post-event maximum RoCoF
magnitude (∆ = sync+non-sync case value− sync-only case value)

the sync-only and sync+non-sync cases as a function of the
change in the largest infeed and the system inertia level, for
each time period. Fig. 6 demonstrates that there is a general
trend of both lower system inertia and larger active power
infeeds with non-synchronous reserve provision—trends that,
as shown in Fig. 5, have a detrimental impact on the system
RoCoF performance.

In order to reveal the causes of increased largest infeeds,
Fig. 7 shows the change in the number of hours that conven-
tional generators, categorised per fuel type, spend at maximum
capacity, between the sync-only and sync+non-sync cases.
In the presence of a non-synchronous reserve resource, the
greatest increase is seen for CCGTs and coal-fired thermal
units, as the need for contingency reserve from such low
marginal cost units decreases significantly.

In systems with nuclear units, or any other large, inflexible
base load, an increase in largest infeed magnitude is less
likely, given that nuclear units already spend considerable time
near maximum power output when online. However, in such
systems there would likely be an increase in the output of
other online units, increasing the likelihood of higher RoCoF
magnitudes following their loss, or for N−1−1 events.

The number of ‘inertia-heavy’ (>1 GWs) synchronous
generators online, ranked to form duration curves, is shown in
Fig. 8. With non-synchronous reserve in sufficient volumes,
times during which generation was committed for reserve
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Future operational scenario, mean
Current operational scenario, max.
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Fig. 7. Mean and maximum change in time spent at maximum output,
per fuel type, between the sync-only and sync+non-sync cases (∆ =
sync+non-sync case value− sync-only case value)
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Fig. 8. Number of inertia-heavy generating units online

purposes are now significantly reduced, yielding a reduction
in the number of synchronous units online in the sync+non-
sync cases. Note that, for a given operational scenario, the
minimum number of conventional units online does not de-
crease between the sync-only and sync+non-sync cases. Such
a trend is due to the availability of EWH: the periods of
high-low EWH availability coincide with the nascent high-
low (day-night) system inertia level: if the converse were
true, the minimum number of conventional generators would
likely decrease due to the presence of non-synchronous reserve
resources (as can occur with wind power).

IV. INCORPORATION OF NON-SYNCHRONOUS RESERVE
RESOURCES

Any operational policy change must include the weighing
of efficiency gains, trade-offs, and system operational security
impacts. A matrix of criteria for which system operators
could assess the impact of the integration of non-synchronous
reserve resources is presented in Table IV. Here, scheduling
indices, namely: production cost, CO2 emission, ramping
burden (the product of the time spent ramping and the ramp
magnitudes), and variable RES (in this case, wind) curtailment,
are compared alongside short-term frequency stability indices,
namely: nadir, steady-state post-event deviation, maximum
rate of change, and number of times that static responses are
triggered.

A. Scheduling Metrics

The inclusion of non-synchronous reserve resources (as-
sumed here to have low-cost bids) tends to reduce the pro-
duction cost. The coincidence between time periods of high
non-synchronous reserve availability and high contingency
reserve requirement is an important characteristic that drives
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TABLE IV
EVALUATION MATRIX (YEAR-LONG SIMULATIONS)

Scheduling Metrics Frequency Stability Metrics

Production CO2 Variable RES Ramping Mean Steady- Mean Simulations with Mean
Operational Reserve Cost Production Curtailment Burden State Deviation Nadir Static Responses RoCoF

Scenario Case (Me) (Mtonne) (%) (TWh) (Hz) (Hz) Used (%) (Hz/s)

Current
Sync-only 11,826 13.76 3.50 13.39 0.21 49.57 56.51 0.34

Sync+non-sync 11,803 13.61 3.21 11.41 0.20 49.67 19.66 0.36

Future
Sync-only 11,589 12.24 5.00 14.26 0.19 49.56 63.29 0.36

Sync+non-sync 11,533 12.31 4.10 12.08 0.19 49.66 25.27 0.38

production cost savings. The variability of non-synchronous
reserve availability is also of note. Taking EWH as an example,
a higher upward/downward contingency reserve availability is
dependent on the number of appliances being in the on/off
state, the probability of which is a function of the time of
day, week and season. Considering a number of flexible loads
in concert [47], if chosen appropriately, can smooth variabil-
ity, potentially resulting in higher volumes of loads being
scheduled for contingency reserve provision. If there is high
temporal variability of non-synchronous reserve availability,
such reserve resources are likely to have low utilisation—even
if there is high availability during particular time periods—due
to the temporal constraints of the conventional units that are
required to provide reserve in adjacent time periods.

In relation to CO2 production, non-synchronous reserve
resources have a contrasting effect in each operational sce-
nario. In the current operational scenario, (15) is in place,
which tends to commit additional CCGTs (at part-load), given
their high inertia. The presence of non-synchronous reserve
resources increases the utilisation factor (and hence fossil-fuel-
burn efficiency) of CCGTs, resulting in lower CO2 production
in the sync+non-sync case. For the future operational scenario,
(17) is in place, which, as opposed to committing high-inertia
units, tends to opt for a dispatch-down decision when the
binding contingency is a generator. As a consequence, CCGT
capacity factors are reduced (in comparison with an inertial
floor being in place), resulting in higher coal unit capacity
factors. The presence of non-synchronous reserve resources in-
creases coal outputs further (no longer part-loaded for reserve
provision), which increases the total CO2 production. Thus, the
potential benefits of non-synchronous reserve resources may
not be fully realized if coupled with base-load coal. However,
it must be noted that if (15) were employed in the future
operational scenario higher CO2 production and variable RES
curtailment arises, in comparison to employing (17).

Regarding variable RES curtailment, the lower number of
conventional units online in the sync+non-sync cases yields a
reduction under both operational scenarios. Due to downward
flexibility reserve requirements, some conventional units are
not permitted to be dispatched down to minimum output,
which can result in wind curtailment at night. Such instances
could be reduced if other reserve resources were included in
the downward flexibility reserve constraint.

B. Frequency Stability Metrics

With time constants typically less than those associated with
the control of hydraulic, steam or gas turbines, faster response
times can be expected from non-synchronous resources in
comparison to conventional generation governor response [48].
Thus, the magnitude of system frequency deviations can be
reduced, as shown here (Table IV), and by others, such as [49].
The extent of the frequency deviation improvements gained by
the integration of non-synchronous resources is a function of
their frequency control capability. Here, EWH is the sole non-
synchronous resource employed for frequency support, with
a response time of 300 ms selected. In reality, subject to the
physical properties of a given resource, there will be a range
of frequency control techniques and parameters employed by
non-synchronous resources to meet frequency response grid
code/system service definitions. However, faster responses,
such as that shown here for EWH, will tend to be favoured
(see Fig. 1). Note that a ‘fast as possible’ response is not
necessarily desirable from non-synchronous resources: care is
needed to ensure that ‘hunting’ does not occur between fast
frequency response providers and (slower) primary frequency
response providers.

While it is shown that the magnitude of system frequency
deviations can be reduced with the introduction of non-
synchronous reserve, note that an explicit maximum frequency
deviation constraint, as proposed in [16], [17], [50], is not
included within the UCED model. The frequency deviation is
implicitly accounted for through the primary operating reserve
category, see (2) and (3).

With additional numbers of frequency governing resources
online, here due to the aggregation of distributed load re-
sources, the mean quasi-steady-state frequency deviation can
be improved. Such a benefit is somewhat offset by the reduced
utilisation of the static responses, which tend to improve the
steady-state frequency deviation when triggered.

With respect to RoCoF, a slight worsening of the system
performance may not be an urgent concern for systems with
low non-synchronous shares, or for systems with a high level
of high-inertia low-marginal-cost generators, e.g. a system
with a large nuclear fleet. Some systems may also have loads
that are not directly metered by the system operator, e.g.
industrial load that is netted with internal/behind-the-meter
generators. Such generation may be an important residual store
of inertia. However, during periods of low market prices, e.g.
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high wind power outputs at night, residual inertial stores may
reduce as behind-the-meter industrial loads source power from
the grid as opposed to from on-site sources.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The scheduling of reserve from non-synchronous resources
such as demand response, battery energy storage, wind power
and solar photovoltaics is expected to increase significantly in
the future.

It is shown here that the provision of reserve from a
non-synchronous resource has two distinct effects on the
synchronous generation fleet. Firstly, there is an increase in the
active power outputs of low marginal cost units, as they are
less often needed to be part-loaded for reserve provision. Sec-
ondly, higher marginal cost units that were previously online
for reserve provision are more commonly de-committed. The
latter effect is similar to that experienced for energy provision
from non-synchronous resources: the underlying cause of
system inertial reduction arises from a given resource’s low
marginal cost and non-synchronous nature. The former effect
exacerbates the worsening of RoCoF performance in a low
inertia scenario, due to the increased generator outputs for
N−1 events online.

In order to address the resulting degradation in system
RoCoF, a commitment-and-dispatch RoCoF constraint within
UCED has been proposed, which explicitly considers the
commitment status and active power output of synchronous
resources, as well as the N−1 contingency set. Such a for-
mulation allows for commitment and/or dispatch decisions to
be made in order to efficiently satisfy RoCoF requirements, if
binding. Though perfect foresight of wind power is assumed,
the RoCoF formulation presented is generalised, and thus
easily adapted for incorporating uncertainty within UCED.

As well as the formulation itself, e.g. inertia floor versus
commitment-and-dispatch RoCoF, the operational impacts of
a constraint, e.g. cost and variable RES curtailment, are a
function of the specified requirement. In order to further
increase operational efficiency, measures should be pursued
that allow for constraint relaxation or for the requirement to be
met more efficiently. An example of the former approach could
be procuring reserve products with a faster speed of response,
while the latter approach could involve incentivising syn-
chronous inertia to be committed on a more flexible/granular
basis, e.g. synchronous condensers, lower generator minimum
loads, multi-mode operation.

Here, one candidate non-synchronous reserve resource,
namely demand response from EWH, is modelled. In reality,
of course, there will be diversity in the non-synchronous
reserve resource fleet, with the effect of a particular non-
synchronous resource type on the probabilistic distribution of
system RoCoF dependent on its aggregate availability, e.g.
correlations with patterns of net load, system inertia and largest
online contingencies.

Other potential metrics to incorporate within the evaluation
matrix include the following. (i) Forecast errors of a given non-
synchronous reserve resource. If increasing levels of reserve
is provided by non-conventional resources, certainty of re-
serve availability will become increasingly important. System

operators may stipulate that each resource should indicate
its forecasted availability to provide reserve over a given
time horizon, with an incentive linked to the accuracy of the
declared forecast. For example, the uncertainty associated with
the provision of wind power emulated inertial response (which
requires knowledge of the number of capable wind turbines
online) is likely higher than that associated with provision
from battery energy storage. More generally, representing
the forecast error of RES within UCED is increasing in
importance, with a range of implementations proposed [51].
(ii) If contingency reserve is sourced from synchronously-
connected rotating loads, the (further) reduction in system
inertia following the activation of a response.
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